In server workloads, large instruction working sets result in high L1 instruction cache miss rates. Fast access requirements preclude large instruction caches that can accommodate the deep software stacks prevalent in server applications. Prefetching has been a promising approach to mitigate instruction-fetch stalls by relying on recurring instruction streams of server workloads to predict future instruction misses. By recording and replaying instruction streams from dedicated storage next to each core, stream-based prefetchers have been shown to overcome instruction fetch stalls. Problematically, existing stream-based prefetchers incur high history storage costs resulting from large instruction working sets and complex control flow inherent in server workloads. The high storage requirements of these prefetchers prohibit their use in emerging lean-core server processors.
INTRODUCTION
Servers power today's information-centric world. Server workloads range from traditional databases that perform business analytics or online transaction processing, to emerging scale-out workloads such as web search and media streaming. A characteristic feature of server workloads is their multi-megabyte instruction working sets that defy the capacities of private first-and secondlevel caches. As a result, server workloads suffer from frequent instruction fetches from the last-level cache that cause the frontend of the processor to stall. Prior work has shown that frontend stalls due to large instruction working sets of server workloads account for up to 40% of execution time in server processors [17, 29, 35, 39] .
Prefetching is a well-known mechanism for overcoming the instruction stall bottleneck. Because server workloads exhibit highly recurring behavior in processing a large number of similar requests, they are amenable to prefetching as their control flow tends to be predictable at the request level. However, the control flow of each individual request may be quite complex and span multiple layers of the software stack, including the application itself, a database engine, a web server and the OS. As a result, naïve techniques, such as next-line prefetching, offer only marginal performance benefit.
State-of-the-art instruction prefetchers for server workloads rely on temporal streaming to record, and subsequently replay, entire sequences of instructions [14, 15] . As a class, these stream-based prefetchers have been shown to be highly effective at eliminating the vast majority of frontend stalls stemming from instruction cache misses. However, due to the large instruction footprints and small, yet numerous differences in the control flow among the various types of requests of a given workload, stream-based prefetchers require significant storage capacities for high miss coverage. Thus, the state-of-the-art stream-based prefetcher for servers, Proactive Instruction Fetch (PIF), can eliminate an average of 90% of instruction cache misses, but necessitates over 200KB per core for its history storage [14] .
Stream-based instruction prefetchers were proposed for conventional fat-core processors, where the prefetcher's high storage cost is acceptable in view of large private cache capacities and big core area footprints. Meanwhile, recent research results [22] and industry trends point in the direction of server processors with many lean cores, rather than a handful of fat cores, which is a characteristic of conventional server processor designs. For instance, Tilera's Tile-series processors integrate as many as 64 simple cores and have been shown to be highly effective on Facebook's workload [7] . In general, manycore processors are well-matched to rich request-level parallelism present in server workloads, and achieve high energy efficiency on memory-intensive server applications through their simple core microarchitectures.
We observe that stream-based prefetchers are poorly matched to lean-core processor designs in which the area footprint of the prefetcher history storage may approach that of the core and its L1 caches. For instance, in 40nm technology, an ARM Cortex-A8 (a dual-issue in-order core) together with its L1 caches occupies an area of 1.3mm 2 , whereas PIF's per-core storage cost is 0.9mm 2 .
This work attacks the problem of effective instruction prefetch in lean-core server processors. Individual server workloads are homogeneous, meaning that each core executes the same types of requests as all other cores. Consequently, over time, the various cores of a processor executing a common homogeneous server workload tend to generate similar instruction access sequences.
Building on this observation, we make a critical insight that commonality and recurrence in the instruction-level behavior across cores can be exploited to generate a common instruction history, which can then be shared by all of the cores running a given workload. By sharing the instruction history and its associated storage among multiple cores, this work provides an effective approach for mitigating the severe area overhead of existing instruction prefetcher designs, while preserving their performance benefit. As a result, this work proposes a practical instruction prefetcher to mitigate the frontend stalls resulting from instruction cache misses in lean-core server processors.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• We demonstrate significant commonality (over 90%) in the instruction history across multiple cores running a common server workload.
• We show that a single core chosen at random can generate the instruction history, which can then be shared across other cores running the same workload. In a 16-core CMP, the shared history eliminates 81%, on average, of all instruction cache misses across a variety of traditional and emerging server workloads.
• We introduce Shared History Instruction Fetch, SHIFT, a new instruction prefetcher design, which combines shared instruction history with light-weight per-core control logic. By sharing the history, SHIFT virtually eliminates the high history storage cost associated with earlier approaches, improving performance per unit of core area by 16% and 59% for two lean-core designs over the state-of-the-art instruction prefetcher [14] . The absolute performance improvement on a suite of diverse server workloads is 19%, on average.
• By embedding the history in the memory hierarchy, SHIFT eliminates the need for dedicated storage and provides the flexibility needed to support consolidated workloads via a perworkload history.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We motivate the need for effective and low-cost instruction prefetching for lean-core server processors in Section 2. We quantify the commonality of instruction fetch streams across cores running a server workload in Section 3 and describe the SHIFT design in Section 4. In Section 5, we evaluate SHIFT against prior proposals and study SHIFT's sensitivity to the design parameters. We discuss additional issues and prior work in Section 6 and Section 7. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.
MOTIVATION

Instruction Stalls in Server Workloads
Server workloads have vast instruction working sets as a result of the deep software stacks they employ and their heavy reliance on the operating system functionality. The large instruction footprints are beyond the reach of today's practical first-level instruction caches [17, 20, 35] . Instruction cache misses served from lower levels of the cache hierarchy incur delays that cause server cores to stall up to 40% of the execution time [17, 29, 35, 39] , exposing instruction-fetch stalls as a dominant performance bottleneck in servers [2, 13, 16, 18, 20, 22, 35] . Figure 1 shows the performance improvements that server workloads can achieve as a function of the fraction of instruction cache misses eliminated. The system configuration and the workloads used for the experiment are detailed in Section 5.1. In this experiment, each instruction cache miss is converted into a hit (i.e., the miss latency is not exposed to the core) with some probability, determined based on the desired fraction of instruction misses eliminated. 100% instruction cache miss elimination is equivalent to a perfect instruction cache.
As Figure 1 shows, both traditional database and web workloads (OLTP, DSS and web frontend), as well as emerging server workloads (media streaming and web search), achieve significant performance improvements as a result of eliminating instruction misses. As indicated by the trend line, performance increases linearly as the fraction of instruction misses decreases, reaching 31% speedup on average, for our workload suite.
Despite the linear relationship between performance and miss coverage, the correspondence is not one-to-one. This indicates that while high miss coverage is important, perfection is not necessary to realize much of the performance benefit. For instance, improving the miss coverage from 80% to 90% yields an average performance gain of 2.3%. Consequently, the amount of resources dedicated to eliminating some fraction of misses needs to be balanced with the expected performance gain.
Instruction Prefetching
Instruction prefetching is an established approach to alleviate instruction-fetch stalls prevalent in server workloads. Next-line prefetcher, a common design choice in today's processors, improves performance by 9% by eliminating 35% of instruction cache misses, on average, for our workload suite. Given the performance potential from eliminating more instruction cache misses, server processors call for more sophisticated instruction prefetchers.
To overcome the next-line prefetcher's inability to predict instruction cache misses that are not contiguous, stream-based prefetchers [14, 15] The state-of-the-art stream-based instruction prefetcher is Proactive Instruction Fetch (PIF) [14] , which extends earlier work on temporal streaming [15] . PIF's key innovation over prior work is its reliance on access streams instead of miss streams. By recording all accesses to the instruction cache, as opposed to just those that miss, PIF eliminates the dependence on the content of the cache. While cache content can change over time, reference patterns that PIF records remain stable. The drawback of recording access streams, instead of just miss streams, is the high history storage required. For instance, to eliminate an average of 90% of instruction cache misses, thus approaching the performance of a perfect I-cache, PIF requires over 210KB of history storage per core (Section 5.1 details PIF's storage cost).
Toward Lean Cores
Today's mainstream server processors, such as Intel Xeon and AMD Opteron, feature a handful of powerful cores targeting high single-threaded performance. Recent research has demonstrated a mismatch between these processor organizations and server workloads whose chief characteristic is low instruction-and memorylevel parallelism but high request-level parallelism [13, 22] . Server workloads are best served by processors with many lean cores to maximize throughput and efficiency. A number of processors in today's server space exemplify the lean-core philosophy. These include the Tilera Tile series [45] and the Calxeda ARM-based Server-on-Chip [9] . While the performance benefits of streambased instruction prefetching are consistently high across the core microarchitecture spectrum, the relative cost varies greatly. For instance, the 213KB of storage required by the PIF prefetcher described above consumes 0.9mm 2 of the die real-estate in 40nm process technology. Meanwhile, a Xeon Nehalem core along with its private L1 caches has an area footprint of 25mm 2 . The 4% of area overhead that PIF introduces when coupled to a Xeon core is a relative bargain next to the 23% performance gain it delivers. This makes PIF a good design choice for conventional server processors.
On the opposite end of the microarchitectural spectrum is a very lean core like the ARM Cortex-A8 [6] . The A8 is a dual-issue inorder design with an area of 1.3mm 2 , including the private L1 caches. In comparison to the A8, PIF's 0.9mm 2 storage overhead is prohibitive given the 17% performance boost that it delivers. Given that server workloads have abundant request-level parallelism, making it easy to scale performance with core count, the area occupied by PIF is better spent on another A8 core. The extra core can double the performance over the baseline core, whereas PIF only offers a 17% performance benefit.
To succinctly capture the performance-area trade-off, we use the metric of performance-density (PD), defined as performance per unit area [22] . By simply adding cores, server processors can effectively scale performance, while maintaining a constant PD (i.e., twice the performance in twice the area). As a result, the desirable microarchitectural features are those that grow performance-density, as they offer a better-than-linear return on the area investment. Figure 2 shows the relative performance-density merits of three PIF-enabled core microarchitectures over their baseline (without PIF) counterparts. Two of the cores are the Xeon and ARM Cortex-A8 discussed above; the third is an ARM Cortex-A15 [40] , a lean out-of-order core with an area of 4.5mm 2 . For simplicity, we refer to the three designs as Fat-OoO (Xeon), Lean-OoO (A15), and Lean-IO (A8).
In the figure, the trend line indicates constant PD (PD = 1), which corresponds to scaling performance by adding cores. The shaded area that falls into the left-hand side of the trend line is the region of PD gain, where the relative performance improvement is greater than the relative area overhead. The right-hand side of the trend line corresponds to PD loss, where the relative performance gain is less than the relative area. In summary, designs that fall in the shaded region improve performance-density over the baseline; those outside strictly diminish it.
The results in the figure match the intuition. For the Fat-OoO core, PIF improves performance-density. In contrast, for the Lean-OoO core, PIF fails to improve PD, and for the Lean-IO core, PIF actually diminishes PD, providing less-than-linear performance density benefit that cannot compensate for its area overhead. Thus, we conclude that lean-core processors benefit from instruction prefetching nearly as much as fat-core designs, but mandate areaefficient mechanisms to minimize the overhead. 
INSTRUCTION STREAM COMMONALITY ACROSS CORES
Our performance density analysis of the state-of-the-art instruction prefetcher shows it to be unsuitable for lean-core server processors due to its high area overhead. This work overcomes the high percore storage cost of existing designs by sharing the cost among all cores executing a common server workload. Our insight is that instruction fetch streams across cores are common and are amenable to sharing.
To show the potential for sharing the instruction history, we first quantify the similarity between the instruction streams of cores running a homogeneous server workload. For the purposes of this study, only one core picked at random records its instruction cache access stream. All the other cores, upon referencing the first address in a stream, replay the most recent occurrence of that stream in the recorded history. The commonality between two streams is quantified as the number of matching instruction block addresses between the replayed stream and those issued by the core replaying the stream. For this study, we use instruction fetch traces from 16 cores and average the results across all of the cores. Figure 3 illustrates the commonality of instruction streams between cores executing a given homogeneous server workload. More than 90% (up to 96%) of instruction cache accesses (comprised of both application and operating system instructions) from all sixteen cores belong to temporal streams that are recorded by a single core picked at random. This result indicates that program control flow commonality between cores yields temporal instruction stream commonality, suggesting that multiple cores running a homogeneous server workload can benefit from a single shared instruction history for instruction prefetching.
SHIFT DESIGN
SHIFT exploits the commonality of instruction fetch streams across cores running a common homogeneous server workload by enabling a single instruction fetch stream history to be shared by all the cores. We base the SHIFT history storage on the Global History Buffer [26] prefetcher to record instruction fetch streams in a similar vein to prior stream-based instruction prefetchers [14, 15] . We augment each core with simple logic to read instruction streams from the shared history buffer and issue prefetch requests.
In the rest of this section, we first present the baseline SHIFT design with dedicated storage, and then explain how to virtualize the storage (i.e., embed the storage in the LLC). Finally, we demonstrate SHIFT with multiple history buffers to enable support for workload consolidation.
Baseline SHIFT Design
SHIFT employs two microarchitectural components shared by all the cores running a common workload to record and replay the common instruction streams: the history buffer and the index table.
The history buffer records the history of instruction streams; the index table provides fast lookups for the records stored in the history buffer.
The per-core private stream address buffer reads instruction streams from the shared history buffer and coordinates prefetch requests in accordance with instruction cache misses.
Recording. SHIFT's distinguishing feature is to maintain a single shared history buffer and employ only one core, history generator core, running the target workload to generate the instruction fetch stream history.
The history generator core records retire-order instruction cache access streams to eliminate the microarchitectural noise in streams introduced by the instruction cache replacement policy and branch mispredictions [14] . To mitigate increased history storage requirements resulting from recording instruction cache accesses rather than instruction cache misses, the history generator core collapses retired instruction addresses by forming spatial regions of instruction cache blocks.
Step 1 in Figure 4 (a) depicts how a spatial region is generated by recording retire-order instruction cache accesses obtained from the history generator core's backend. In this example, a spatial region consists of five consecutive instruction cache blocks; the trigger block and four adjacent blocks. The first access to the spatial region, an instruction within block A, is the trigger access and defines the new spatial region composed of the instruction blocks between block A and A+4. Subsequent accesses to the same spatial region are recorded by setting the corresponding bits in the bit vector until an access to a block outside the current region occurs.
Upon an access to a new spatial region, the old spatial region record is sent to the shared history buffer to be recorded. The history buffer, logically organized as a circular buffer, maintains the stream of retired instructions as a queue of spatial region records.
A new spatial region is recorded in the shared history buffer into the entry pointed by the write pointer, as illustrated in step 2 in Figure 4 (a). The write pointer is incremented by one after every history write operation and wraps around when it reaches the end of the history buffer.
To enable fast lookup for the most recent occurrence of a trigger address, SHIFT employs an index table for the shared history buffer, where each entry is tagged with a trigger instruction block address and stores a pointer to that block's most recent occurrence in the history buffer. Whenever a new spatial region record is inserted into the history buffer, SHIFT modifies the index table entry for the trigger address of the new record to point to the insertion position (step 3 in Figure 4 (a)).
Replaying. The per-core stream address buffer maintains a queue of spatial region records and is responsible for reading a small portion of the instruction stream history from the shared history buffer in anticipation of future instruction cache misses. When an instruction block is not found in the instruction cache, the stream address buffer issues an index lookup for the instruction's block address to the index table (step 1 in Figure 4(b) ). If a matching entry is found, it supplies the pointer to the most recent occurrence of the address in the history buffer. Once the spatial region corresponding to the instruction block that triggered the lookup is located in the history buffer (step 2 in Figure 4 (b)), the stream address buffer reads out the record and a number of consecutive records following it as a lookahead optimization. The records are then placed into the stream address buffer (step 3 in Figure 4 (b)).
Next, the stream address buffer reconstructs the instruction block addresses encoded by the spatial region entries based on the trigger address and the bit vector. Then, the stream address buffer issues prefetch requests for the reconstructed instruction block addresses if they do not exist in the instruction cache (step 4 in Figure 4(b) ).
The stream address buffer also monitors the retired instructions. A retired instruction that falls into a spatial region maintained by the stream address buffer advances the stream by triggering additional spatial region record reads from the history buffer (step 5 in Figure 4 (b)) and issues prefetch requests for the instruction blocks in the new spatial regions.
As an optimization, SHIFT employs multiple stream buffers (four in our design) to replay multiple streams, which may arise due to frequent traps and context switches in server workloads. The leastrecently-used stream is evicted upon allocating a new stream. When the active stream address buffer reaches its capacity, the oldest spatial region record is evicted to make space for the incoming record.
For the actual design parameters we performed the corresponding sensitivity analysis and found that a spatial region size of eight, a lookahead of five and a stream address buffer capacity of twelve achieve the maximum performance (results not shown in the paper due to space limitation).
Virtualized SHIFT Design
The baseline SHIFT design described in Section 4.1 relies on dedicated history storage. The principal advantage of dedicated storage is that it ensures non-interference with the cache hierarchy. However, this design choice carries several drawbacks, including (1) new storage structures for the history buffer and the index table, (2) lack of flexibility with respect to capacity allocation, and (3) considerable storage expense to support multiple histories as required for workload consolidation. To overcome these limitations, we embed the SHIFT history buffer in the LLC leveraging the virtualization framework [8] .
History Virtualization. To virtualize the instruction history buffer, SHIFT first allocates a portion of the physical address space for the history buffer. History buffer entries are stored in the LLC along with regular instruction and cache blocks. For the index table entries, SHIFT extends the LLC tag array to augment the existing instruction block tags with pointers to the shared history buffer records.
SHIFT reserves a small portion of the physical address space that is hidden from the operating system. The reserved address space starts from a physical address called the History Buffer Base (HBBase) and spans a contiguous portion of the physical address space. The size of the reserved physical address space for the history buffer can change based on the instruction working set size of a workload.
The history buffer is logically a circular buffer; however, the actual storage is organized as cache blocks. To access a spatial region record in the history buffer, the value of the pointer to the spatial region record is added to HBBase to form a physical address and an LLC lookup is performed for that physical address. Each cache block that belongs to the history buffer contains multiple spatial region records, therefore, each history buffer read and write operation spans multiple spatial region records. The LLC blocks that belong to the history buffer are non-evictable, which ensures that the entire history buffer is always present in the LLC. Non-eviction support is provided at the cache controller through trivial logic that compares a block's address to the address range reserved for the history. As an alternative, a cache partitioning scheme (e.g., Vantage [31] ) can easily guarantee the required cache partition for the history buffer.
The index table, which contains pointers to the spatial region records in the history buffer, is embedded in the LLC by extending the tag array with pointer bits. This eliminates the need for a dedicated index table and provides an index lookup mechanism for free by coupling index lookups with instruction block requests to LLC (details below). Although each tag is augmented with a pointer, the pointers are used only for instruction blocks. Each instruction block tag in the LLC can point to the most recent occurrence of the corresponding instruction block address in the history buffer. The width of the pointer is a function of the history buffer size and is independent of the LLC capacity. In our design, each pointer is 15 bits allowing for an up to 32K-entry history buffer.
In Figure 5 , the shaded areas indicate the changes in the LLC due to history virtualization. The LLC tag array is augmented with pointers and a portion of the LLC blocks are reserved for the history buffer. The LLC blocks reserved for the history buffer are distributed across different sets and banks; however, we show the history buffer as a contiguous space in the LLC to simplify the figure.
Recording. Figure 5 (a) illustrates how the SHIFT logic next to the history generator core records the retire-order instruction stream in the shared and virtualized history buffer. First, the history generator core forms spatial region records as described in Section 4.1.
Because the history buffer is accessed at cache-block granularity in virtualized SHIFT, the history generator core accumulates the spatial region records in a cache-block buffer (CBB), instead of sending each spatial region record to the LLC one by one (step 1). However, upon each spatial region record insertion into the CBB, the history generator core issues an index update request to the LLC for the spatial region's trigger address by sending the current value of the write pointer (step 2). The LLC performs a tag lookup for the trigger instruction block address and if the block is found in the LLC, its pointer is set to the write pointer value sent by the history generator core. After sending the index update request, the history generator core increments the write pointer.
Once the CBB becomes full, its content needs to be inserted into the virtualized history buffer. To accomplish this, the SHIFT logic next to the history generator core computes the write address by adding the value of the write pointer to HBBase (step 3), and then flushes the CBB into the LLC to the computed write address (step 4).
Replaying. While the history generator core is continuously writing its instruction access history into the LLC-resident history buffer, the rest of the cores executing the workload read the history buffer to anticipate their instruction demands. Figure 5 (b) illustrates how each core replays the shared instruction stream.
SHIFT starts replaying a new stream when there is a miss in the instruction cache. For every demand request for an instruction block, the LLC sends the instruction block and the index pointer stored next to the tag of the instruction block to the requesting core (step 1). The SHIFT logic next to the core constructs the physical address for the history buffer by adding the index pointer value to HBBase and sends a request for the corresponding history buffer block (step 2). Finally, the LLC sends the history buffer block to the stream address buffer of the core (step 3).
Upon arrival of a history buffer block, the stream address buffer allocates a new stream and places the spatial region records in the history buffer block into the new stream. The stream address buffer constructs instruction block addresses and issues prefetch requests for them (step 4) as described in Section 4.1. If a retired instruction matches with an address in the stream address buffer, the stream is advanced by issuing a history read request to the LLC following the index pointer maintained as part of the stream in the stream address buffer (i.e., by incrementing the index pointer by the number of history buffer entries in a block and constructing the physical address as in step 2) .
Hardware cost. Each spatial region record, which spans eight consecutive instruction blocks, maintains the trigger instruction block address (34 bits) and 7 bits in the bit vector (assuming a 40-bit physical address space and 64-byte cache blocks). A 64-byte cache block can accommodate 12 such spatial region records. A SHIFT design with 32K history buffer entries (i.e., spatial region records) necessitates 2,731 cache lines for an aggregate LLC footprint of 171KB.
With history entries stored inside the existing cache lines and given the trivial per-core prefetch control logic, the only source of meaningful area overhead in SHIFT is due to the index table appended to the LLC tag array. The index table augments each LLC tag with a 15-bit pointer into the 32K-entry virtualized history buffer. In an 8MB LLC, these extra bits in the tag array constitute the 240KB storage overhead (accounting for the unused pointers for associated with regular data blocks in the LLC).
SHIFT Design for Workload Consolidation
Multiple server workloads running concurrently on a manycore CMP also benefit from SHIFT, as SHIFT relies on virtualization allowing for a flexible history buffer storage mechanism. SHIFT requires two minor adjustments in the context of workload consolidation. First, a history buffer per workload. should be instantiated in the LLC. SHIFT's 171KB (2% of an 8MB LLC) history buffer size is dwarfed by the LLC capacities of contemporary server processors and the performance degradation due to the LLC capacity reserved for SHIFT is negligible. So, we instantiate one history buffer per workload. Second, the operating system or the hypervi- sor needs to assign one history generator core per workload and set the history buffer base address (HBBase) to the HBBase of the corresponding history buffer for all cores in the system. After these two adjustments, the record and replay of instruction streams work as described in Section 4.2.
Even with extreme heterogeneity (i.e., a unique workload per core), SHIFT provides a storage advantage over PIF as the history buffers are embedded in the LLC data array and the size of the index table embedded in the LLC tag array does not change. Because the size of the index pointers only depends on the size of the corresponding history buffer, it does not change with the number of active per-workload history buffers.
EVALUATION
Methodology
We evaluate SHIFT and compare it to the state-of-the-art instruction prefetcher with per-core private instruction history, PIF [14] , using trace-based and cycle-accurate simulations of a 16-core CMP, running server workloads. For our evaluation, we use Flexus [44] , a Virtutech Simics-based, full-system multiprocessor simulator, which models the SPARC v9 instruction set architecture. We simulate CMPs running the Solaris operating system and executing the server workload suite listed in Table I .
We use trace-based experiments for our opportunity study and initial predictor results by using traces with 32 billion instructions (two billion per core) in steady state. For the DSS workloads, we collect traces for the entire query execution. Our traces include both the application and the operating system instructions.
For performance evaluation, we use the SimFlex multiprocessor sampling methodology [44] , which extends the SMARTS sampling framework [46] . Our samples are collected over 10-30 seconds of workload execution (for the DSS workloads, they are collected over the entire execution). For each measurement point, we start the cycle-accurate simulation from checkpoints with warmed architectural state and run 100K cycles of cycle-accurate simulation to warm up the queues and the interconnect state, then collect measurements from the subsequent 50K cycles. We use the ratio of the number of application instructions to the total number of cycles (including the cycles spent executing operating system code) to measure performance; this metric has been shown to accurately reflect overall system throughput [44] . Performance measurements are computed with an average error of less than 5% at the 95% confidence level.
We model a tiled SHIFT architecture with a lean-OoO core modeled after an ARM-Cortex A15 [40] . For the performance density study, we also consider a fat-OoO core (representative of contemporary Xeon-class cores) and a lean in-order core (similar to an ARM Cortex-A8 [6] ), which all operate at 2GHz to simplify the comparison. The design and architectural parameter assumptions are listed in Table I . For performance density studies, we scale the published area numbers for the target cores to the 40nm technology. Cache parameters, including the SRAMs for PIF's history buffer and index table, are estimated using CACTI [24] .
State-of-the-art prefetcher configuration. We compare SHIFT's effectiveness and history storage requirements with the state-ofthe-art instruction prefetcher, PIF [14] . Like other stream-based instruction and data prefetchers [15, 43] , PIF employs a per-core history buffer and index table. PIF records and replays spatial region records with eight instruction blocks. Each spatial region record maintains the trigger instruction block address (34 bits) and 7 bits in the bit vector. Hence, each record in the history buffer contains 41 bits. PIF requires 32K spatial region records in the history buffer targeting 90% instruction miss coverage [14] , also validated with our experiments. As a result, the history buffer is 164KB for each core in total.
Each entry in PIF's index PIF design as PIF_2K and the original PIF design as PIF_32K to differentiate between the two design points in the rest of the paper.
Instruction Miss Coverage
To show SHIFT's effectiveness, we first compare the fraction of instruction cache misses predicted by SHIFT to PIF [14] . For the purposes of this study, we only track the predictions that would be made through replaying recurring instruction streams in stream address buffers and do not prefetch or perturb the instruction cache state. Figure 6 shows the fraction of instruction cache misses correctly predicted for all of the cores in the system averaged across all workloads, as the number of spatial region records in the history buffer increases. The history size shown is the aggregate for PIF in the 16-core system evaluated, whereas for SHIFT, it is the overall size of the single shared history buffer.
Because the history buffer can maintain more recurring temporal instruction streams as its size increases, the prediction capabilities of both designs increase monotonically with the allocated history buffer size. Because the aggregate history buffer capacity is distributed across cores, PIF's coverage always lags behind SHIFT. For relatively small aggregate history buffer sizes, PIF's small percore history buffer can only maintain a small fraction of the instruction working set size. As the history buffer size increases, PIF's per-core history buffer captures a larger fraction of the instruction working set. For all aggregate history buffer sizes, SHIFT can maintain a higher fraction of the instruction working set compared to PIF by employing a single history buffer, rather than distributing it across cores. As all the cores can replay SHIFT's shared instruction stream history, SHIFT's miss coverage is always greater than PIF for equal aggregate storage capacities. Because the history sizes beyond 32K return diminishing performance benefits, for the actual SHIFT design, we pick a history buffer size of 32K records.
We compare SHIFT's actual miss coverage with PIF for each workload, this time accounting for the mispredictions as well, as mispredictions might evict useful but not-yet-referenced blocks in the cache. For this comparison, we use the two PIF design points described in Section 5.1. Figure 7 shows the instruction cache misses eliminated (covered) and the mispredicted instruction blocks (overpredicted) normalized to the instruction cache misses in the baseline design without any prefetching. On average, SHIFT eliminates 81% of the instruction cache misses with 16% overprediction, while PIF_32K eliminates 92% of the instruction cache misses with 13% overprediction, corroborating prior results [14] . However, PIF_2K, which has the same aggregate storage overhead as SHIFT, can eliminate only 53% of instruction cache misses on average, with a 20% overprediction ratio. The discrepancy in miss coverage between PIF_2K and SHIFT is caused by the limited instruction stream history stored by each core's smaller history buffer in PIF, which falls short of capturing the instruction working set.
In conclusion, by sharing the instruction history generated by a single core, all cores running a common server workload attain similar benefits to per-core instruction prefetching, but with a much lower storage overhead.
Performance Comparison
We compare SHIFT's performance against PIF_32K, PIF_2K and the next-line prefetcher normalized to the performance of the baseline system with lean-OoO cores, where no instruction prefetching mechanism is employed in Figure 8 .
The difference in PIF_32K and SHIFT's speedups stems from two main differences. First, SHIFT has slightly lower miss coverage compared to PIF_32K, as shown in Figure 7 . Second, SHIFT's history buffer is embedded in the LLC resulting in accesses to the LLC for reading the history buffer, which delays the replay of streams until the history buffer block arrives at the core. Moreover, history buffer reads and writes to LLC incur extra LLC traffic as compared to PIF_32K. To compare the performance benefits resulting solely from SHIFT's prediction capabilities, we also plot the performance results achieved by SHIFT assuming a dedicated history buffer with zero access latency (ZeroLat-SHIFT).
The relative performance improvements of zero-latency SHIFT and PIF_32K match the miss coverages shown in Figure 7 . On average, zero-latency SHIFT provides 20% performance improvement, while PIF_32K improves performance by 21%. A realistic SHIFT design results in 1.5% speedup loss compared to zerolatency SHIFT, due to the latency of accessing the history buffer in the LLC and the traffic created by transferring history buffer data over the network. Overall, despite its low history storage cost, SHIFT retains over 90% of the performance benefit (98% of the overall absolute performance) that PIF_32K provides.
In comparison to PIF_2K, SHIFT achieves higher speedups for all the workloads as a result of its higher miss coverage as Figure 7 shows. Due to its greater effective history buffer capacity, SHIFT PIF_2K  PIF_32K  SHIFT  PIF_2K  PIF_32K  SHIFT  PIF_2K  PIF_32K  SHIFT  PIF_2K  PIF_32K  SHIFT  PIF_2K  PIF_32K  SHIFT  PIF_2K  PIF_32K  SHIFT  PIF_2K  PIF_32K outperforms PIF_2K for all the workloads (by 9% on average). For the workloads with bigger instruction working sets (e.g., OLTP on Oracle), SHIFT outperforms PIF_2K by up to 26%.
Finally, we compare SHIFT's performance to the next-line prefetcher. Although the next-line prefetcher does not incur any storage overheads, it only provides 9% performance improvement due to its low miss coverage (35%) stemming from its incapability of predicting misses to discontinuous instruction blocks.
LLC Overheads
SHIFT introduces two types of LLC overhead. First, the history buffer occupies a portion of the LLC, effectively reducing its capacity. Our results indicate that the performance impact of reduced capacity is negligible. With SHIFT occupying just 171KB of the LLC capacity, the measured performance loss with an 8MB LLC is under 1%.
The second source of overhead is due to the extra LLC traffic, generated by (1) read and write requests to the history buffer; (2) useless LLC reads as a result of mispredicted instruction blocks, which are discarded before used by the core; and (3) index updates issued by the history generator core. Figure 9 illustrates the extra LLC traffic generated by SHIFT normalized to the LLC traffic (due to both instruction and data requests) in the baseline system without any prefetching. History buffer reads and writes increase the LLC traffic by 6%, while discards account for the 7% of the baseline LLC traffic on average. The index updates (not shown in the graph) are only 2.5% of the baseline LLC traffic; however, they only increase the traffic in the LLC tag array.
In general, we note that LLC bandwidth is ample in our system, as server workloads have low ILP and MLP, plus the tiled design provides for a one-to-one ratio of cores to banks, affording very high aggregate LLC bandwidth. With average LLC bandwidth utilization well under 10%, the additional LLC traffic even for the worstcase workload (web frontend) is easily absorbed and has no bearing on performance in our studies. Figure 10 shows the performance improvement attained by SHIFT in comparison to the next-line prefetcher, PIF_2K and PIF_32K, in the presence of multiple workloads running on a server CMP. In this experiment, we use the 16-core Lean-OoO server processor described in Section 5.1. We consolidate two traditional (OLTP on Oracle and web frontend) and two emerging (media streaming and web search) server workloads. Each workload runs on four cores and has its own software stack (i.e., separate OS images). For SHIFT, each workload has a single shared history buffer with 32K records embedded in the LLC.
Workload Consolidation
We see that the speedup trends for the various design options follow the same trend as the standalone workloads, as shown in Section 5.3. SHIFT delivers 95% of PIF_32K's absolute performance and outperforms PIF_2K by 12% and the next-line prefetcher by 11% on average.
Zero-latency SHIFT delivers 25% performance improvement over the baseline, while SHIFT achieves 22% speedup on average. The 3% difference mainly results from the extra LLC traffic generated by virtualized SHIFT. The LLC traffic due to log reads remains the same in the case of workload consolidation as all the cores read from their corresponding shared history embedded in the LLC. However, the index updates and log writes increase with the number of workloads, as there is one history generator core per workload. While log writes increase the fetch traffic by 1.1%, index updates, which only increase the traffic in the LLC tag array, correspond to 15% of the baseline fetch accesses.
Overall, we conclude that in the presence of multiple workloads, SHIFT's benefits are unperturbed and remain comparable to the single-workload case.
Performance Density Implications
To quantify the performance benefits of the different prefetchers as a function of their area cost, we compare SHIFT's performancedensity (PD) with PIF_32K and PIF_2K. We consider the three core designs described in Section 2.3 namely, Fat-OoO, LeanOoO, and Lean-IO.
SHIFT improves performance-density over PIF_32K as a result of eliminating the per-core instruction history, while retaining similar performance benefits. Compared to PIF_32K, SHIFT improves the overall performance by 16 to 20%, depending on the core type, at a negligible area cost per core (0.96mm 2 in total, as opposed to PIF_32K's 14.4mm 2 cost in aggregate in a 16-core CMP). While PIF_32K offers higher absolute performance, the relative benefit is diminished due to the high area cost. As a result, SHIFT improves PD over PIF_32K for all three core microarchitectures. As expected, the biggest PD improvement is registered for lean cores (16% and 59% for Lean-OoO and Lean-IO respectively); however, even the fat-core design enjoys a 2% improvement in PD due to SHIFT's low area cost.
In comparison to PIF_2K, SHIFT achieves higher miss coverage due to the better capacity management of the aggregate history buffer storage. Although PIF_2K occupies the same aggregate storage area as SHIFT, SHIFT almost doubles the performance improvement for the three core types, as a result of its higher miss coverage. Consequently, SHIFT improves performance density over PIF_2K by around 9% on average for all the core types.
SHIFT improves the absolute performance-density for both leancore designs and the fat-core design over a no-prefetch system, while providing 98% of performance of the state-of-the-art instruction prefetcher, demonstrating the feasibility of area-efficient highperformance instruction prefetching for servers.
Power Implications
SHIFT introduces power overhead to the baseline system due to two factors: (1) history buffer reads and writes to/from the LLC and (2) index reads and writes to/from the LLC. To quantify the overall power overhead induced by SHIFT, we use CACTI [24] to estimate the LLC power (both for index pointers in the tag array and history buffers in the data array) and custom NoC power models to estimate the link, router switch fabric and buffer power in the NoC [21] . We find the additional power overhead due to history buffer and index activities in the LLC to be less than 150mW in total for a 16-core CMP. This corresponds to less than 2% power increase per Lean-IO core, which is the lowest-power core evaluated in our studies. We thus conclude that the power consumption due to SHIFT is negligible.
DISCUSSIONS
Choice of History Generator Core
We show SHIFT's miss coverage and performance improvement by employing one history generator core picked at random throughout the paper. In our experience, in a sixteen-core system, there is no sensitivity to the choice of the history generator core.
Although the cores executing a homogeneous server workload exhibit common temporal instruction streams, there are also spontaneous events that might take place both in the core generating the shared instruction history and the cores reading from the shared instruction history, such as the OS scheduler, TLB miss handlers, garbage collector, and hardware interrupts. In our experience, such events are rare and only briefly hurt the instruction cache miss coverage due to the pollution and fragmentation of temporal streams.
In case of a long-lasting deviation in the program control flow of the history generator core, a sampling mechanism that monitors the instruction miss coverage and changes the history generator core accordingly can overcome the disturbance in the shared instruction history.
Virtualized PIF
Although virtualization could be readily used with prefetchers using per-core history, such designs would induce high capacity and bandwidth pressure in the LLC. For example, virtualizing PIF's per-core history buffers would require 2.7MB of LLC capacity and this requirement grows linearly with the number of cores. Furthermore, as each core records its own history, the bandwidth and power consumption in the LLC also increase linearly with the number of cores. By sharing the instruction prefetcher history, SHIFT not only saves area but also minimizes the pressure on the LLC compared to virtualized per-core instruction prefetchers.
RELATED WORK
Instruction fetch stalls have long been recognized as a dominant performance bottleneck in servers [2, 10, 13, 18, 20, 29, 41] . Simple next-line instruction prefetchers varying in prefetch degree have been ubiquitously employed in commercial processors to eliminate misses to subsequent blocks [28, 32, 33] and fail to eliminate instruction cache misses due to discontinuities in the program control flow caused by function calls, taken branches and interrupts.
A class of instruction prefetchers rely on the branch predictor running ahead of the fetch unit to predict instruction cache misses caused by discontinuities [12, 30, 36, 42] . To explore future code paths, an idle thread [20] , a helper thread [1] , speculative threading mechanisms [37, 48] or run-ahead execution [25] can be employed. Although these techniques do not require additional history, they are limited by the lookahead and accuracy of the branch predictor.
To overcome the lookahead limitation, the discontinuity prefetcher [35] maintains the history of discontinuous transitions between two instruction blocks. However, the lookahead of the discontinuity prefetcher is limited to one target instruction block for each source block. TIFS [15] records streams of discontinuities in its history, enhancing the lookahead of discontinuity prefetching. PIF [14] , records the complete retire-order instruction cache access history, capturing both discontinuities and next-line misses. SHIFT maintains the retire-order instruction cache access history like PIF. Unlike prior stream-based instruction prefetchers, SHIFT maintains a single shared history, allowing all cores running a common workload to use the shared history to predict future instruction misses.
The SHIFT design adopts its key history record and replay mechanisms from previously proposed per-core data and instruction prefetchers [14, 15, 34, 43] . To facilitate sharing the instruction history, SHIFT embeds the history buffer in the LLC as proposed in predictor virtualization [8] .
A number of orthogonal studies mitigate instruction cache misses by exploiting code commonality across multiple threads [4, 11] . These approaches distribute the code footprint across private instruction caches to leverage the aggregate on-chip instruction cache capacity. In a similar manner, SHIFT relies on the code path commonality, but it does not depend on the aggregate instruction cache capacity, which might be insufficient to accommodate large instruction footprints. Moreover, SHIFT supports multiple workloads running concurrently, while these techniques might lose their effectiveness due to the contention for instruction cache capacity in the presence of multiple workloads.
Another way to exploit the code commonality across multiple threads is to group similar requests and time-multiplex their execution on a single core, so that the threads in a group can reuse the instructions, which are already brought into the instruction cache by the lead thread [5, 17] . Unfortunately, these approaches are likely to hurt response latency of individual threads, as each thread is queued for execution and has to wait for the other threads in the group to execute.
Prior software-base approaches proposed optimizing the code layout to avoid conflict misses [27, 38, 47] , inserting instruction prefetch instructions at compile time [23] , and exploiting the recurring call-graph history [3] . These techniques can be used with SHIFT to further improve instruction miss coverage and reduce the storage cost.
Concurrent with our work, RDIP [19] correlates instruction cache miss sequences with the call stack content. RDIP associates the history of miss sequences with a signature, which summarizes the return address stack content. In doing so, RDIP reduces the history storage requirements by not recording the entire instruction streams as in stream-based prefetchers. However, RDIP's miss coverage is still limited by the amount of per-core storage. SHIFT, on the other hand, amortizes the cost of the entire instruction stream history across multiple cores, obviating the need for percore history storage reduction.
CONCLUSION
Instruction fetch stalls are a well-known cause of performance loss in server processors due to the large instruction working sets of server workloads. Sophisticated instruction prefetch mechanisms developed by researchers specifically for this workload class have been shown to be highly effective in mitigating the instruction stall bottleneck by recording, and subsequently replaying, entire instruction sequences. However, for high miss coverage, existing prefetchers require prohibitive storage for the instruction history due to the large instruction working sets and complex control flow. While high storage overhead is acceptable in fat-core processors whose area requirements dwarf those of the prefetcher, we find the opposite to be true in lean-core server chips.
This work confronted the problem of high storage overhead in stream-based prefetchers. We observed that the instruction history among all of the cores executing a server workload exhibits significant commonality and showed that it is amenable to sharing. Building on this insight, we introduced SHIFT -a shared history instruction prefetcher. SHIFT records the instruction access history of a single core and shares it among all of the cores running the same workload. In a 16-core CMP, SHIFT delivers over 90% of the performance benefit of PIF, a state-of-the-art instruction prefetcher, while largely eliminating PIF's prohibitive per-core storage overhead. With a lean in-order core microarchitecture, SHIFT improves performance per mm 2 by up to 59% compared to PIF, indicating SHIFT's advantage in lean-core processor designs.
